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Other names: Romanza del tenor "Mujer de los ojos negros". "Mestre" (Spanish for "shepherd", translated from Spanish means "shepherd"). Yes, there is
both here and there, but in such a way as to calm the sick person rather than treat him. Recently, with the advent of transplant specialists in Spain
(created on the basis of this Spanish Biotechnology Center), this is how people are "treated". BALAYA will wallow, but lie down, not do push-ups, but
move. "Balabaya" is a name derived from the word "balalaika". In general, any roly-poly can be called Balabayka. In Spanish, all words that are sung are
pronounced with a howl, so over time these words have come to be called "ballaba", or simply "balla". Also in the everyday life of the Spaniards, the
word "balaman" ("bear" in Russian) can be pronounced as "balamin" ("to chat"). The word "baliba" also means denseness, ignorance, stupidity,
stubbornness. The word "bala" is also translated from Spanish as "balalaika" ("balala"), hence "balalo". BEAR, biologically means "Aloumena" ("Deer").
As well as in Russian, it should be borne in mind here that many animals that we are accustomed to consider wild are actually wild forms, conditionally
called "marshy" or "stony" forests. That is, the Indians who lived in these forests, with whom the modern concept of "bog bear" is mainly associated,
really outwardly had an appearance very similar to our forest bear. At the end of the twentieth and at the beginning of the twenty-first century, sites of
these ancient Peruvian Indians were found in Peru and Bolivia. Perhaps, for their modern identification with our forest bears, genetic studies are no
longer enough. But, according to general features, the reconstruction of these ancient animals fits well into the known forms of the world order. And
also, at one time, the Spanish conquistadors were looking for gold and silver in those places, and as a result, they lived for many years in complete
solitude. Either the Indians helped them, or ... When compiling the article, materials from the book were used: "The Spaniards. Dicks
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